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Rugby For Dummies
This unique and authoritative dictionary contains over 1,100 of the most widely used proverbs in English, utilizing the latest research from Oxford
Dictionaries to source them. This edition has been thoroughly revised and updated, broadening the cultural range of the proverbs selected, and covering
sayings of international origins. With a strong emphasis on concisely explaining the meaning of the proverbs described, the dictionary also provides
additional examples of usage, and includes a fascinating history for many entries. Arranged in A-Z order and with a useful thematic index, A Dictionary
of Proverbs is ideal for browsing and perfectly suited for quick reference. Look up your old favourites, learn punchy new expressions to get your point
across, and find the answer to that crossword clue. It is never too late to learn: find proverbs relevant to every aspect of life in this entertaining
and informative collection.
Packed with drills and tips for training and game days The fun and easy way to master the art of football coaching Volunteering as a youth football
coach can be a great experience, both for you and your squad. But what if you've never coached before, or want to improve? Don't worry! This friendly
guide explains football rules, shows you how to approach coaching, and gives you practical pointers on improving team skills and encouraging good
sportsmanship. * Understand football rules * Develop a coaching philosophy * Teach football fundamentals * Run great training sessions * Lead your team
during a game * Communicate effectively with parents
Most books on imaging in sports medicine are concerned with the particular joints or anatomy involved in sports-related injuries. This book, however,
takes a different perspective by looking at injuries that are associated with specific sports. All of the well-known major sports, such as football,
tennis, and basketball, are included, as are many less common but still very popular sports, such as baseball, American football, and rugby. The
chapters on sports-specific injuries are preceded by two chapters on the perspective of clinicians and another two chapters on the general use of MR
imaging and ultrasound in sports medicine. The authors of the book are world-renowned experts from five continents. Imaging in Sports-Specific
Musculoskeletal Injuries should be of great interest to radiologists, sports medicine physicians, orthopedic surgeons, and rehabilitation physicians,
and to anyone interested in the treatment of sports-related injuries.
If you get a big kick out of rugby but still feel you could sharpen up your knowledge of the game, Rugby Rules in a Day For Dummies is for you. Inside
you'll find easy-to-understand advice on the basic rules of the game, pitch positions, and tactics. In less than a day, readers will find all they need
to know to get understand the sport of rugby: Features an in-depth look at Laws that form the beautiful game Covers all the reader will need to know
about talking tactics Is perfect for anyone looking at swatting up on rugby
Flying Dutchman in Schotland
Je baby's eerste jaar voor dummies / druk 1
Indigenous Australia For Dummies
Playing Rugby for England
De bijbel voor dummies / druk 1

Handleiding voor een nieuwe methode voor het managen van IT-projecten.
A complete guide to understanding how you think, and discovering how to think differently. Personal Development All-in-One For Dummies is a complete guide to
the key techniques that help you master your thoughts: Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP), Cognitive Behavioural Therapy (CBT), Life Coaching and
Hypnotherapy. Discover the basic principles of each approach and receive sensible, practical and effective expert advice on how each one can help you challenge
negative beliefs and change your attitudes. Whether you wish to conquer an anxiety, beat an addiction or simply think more positively, here you will find proven and
popular methods that you can use to make major changes - improving your personal power and creating the life you want. Personal Development All-in-One For
Dummies will include: Book I: Essential Concepts Exploring the Key Themes of NLP Understanding Cognitive Behavioural Therapy Examining Hypnotherapy
Introducing Life Coaching Book II: Neuro-Linguistic Programming Taking Charge of Your Life Creating Rapport Reaching Beyond the Words People Say Exploring
the Amazing Power of Your Senses Opening The Toolkit Understanding the Psychology Behind Your Habits and Behaviours Book III: Cognitive Behavioural Therapy
Correcting Your Thinking Overcoming Obstacles to Progress Putting CBT into Action Taking a Fresh Look at Your Past Setting Your Sights on Goals Book IV:
Hypnotherapy Taking A Separate View of Yourself Considering How Hypnotherapy Can Help Feeling Good Expanding the Reach of Hypnotherapy Practising SelfHypnosis Book V: Life Coaching Introducing Your Coaching Journey Visualising Your Whole-Life Goals Becoming Your Best Self Focusing on the Elements of Your
Life Physical, Mental and Emotional Wellbeing Developing and Growing
Dit boek behandelt de theorie en pikt en passant ook nog kernenergie mee en een hoop natuurkunde.
Now updated–a practical guide to understanding rugby, North American—style Filled with illustrations and photographs of drills and shape-up exercises, Rugby For
Dummies tackles North American rugby rules, levels of play, and how to coach junior players as well as adults. This revised edition includes the scoop on the fall
2007 rugby World Cup in France, expanded coverage of women’s rugby, and updated information on North America's best players and teams.
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français-anglais, anglais-français
What You Need to Know
Scheikunde voor Dummies
Tim Visser
Rugby Basics: Your Beginners Guide

A comprehensive, relevant, and accessible look at all aspects of Indigenous Australian history and culture What is The Dreaming? How many
different Indigenous tribes and languages once existed in Australia? What is the purpose of a corroboree? What effect do the events of the
past have on Indigenous peoples today? Indigenous Australia For Dummies, 2nd Edition answers these questions and countless others about the
oldest race on Earth. It explores Indigenous life in Australia before 1770, the impact of white settlement, the ongoing struggle by
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples to secure their human rights and equal treatment under the law, and much more. Celebrating the
contributions of Indigenous people to contemporary Australian culture, the book explores Indigenous art, music, dance, literature, film,
sport, and spirituality. It discusses the concept of modern Indigenous identity and examines the ongoing challenges facing Indigenous
communities today, from health and housing to employment and education, land rights, and self-determination. Explores significant political
moments—such as Paul Keating's Redfern Speech, Kevin Rudd's apology, and more Profiles celebrated people and organisations in a variety of
fields, from Cathy Freeman to Albert Namatjira to the Bangarra Dance Theatre and the National Aboriginal Radio Service Challenges common
stereotypes about Indigenous people and discusses current debates, such as land rights and inequalities in health and education Now in its
second edition, Indigenous Australia For Dummies will enlighten readers of all backgrounds about the history, struggles and triumphs of the
diverse, proud, and fascinating peoples that make up Australia's Indigenous communities. With a foreword by Stan Grant, it's a must-read
account of Australia’s first people.
Inleidende informatie over het ontstaan, de inhoud en achtergronden van de bijbelse geschriften.
Rugby Basics: Your Beginners Guide is a simple and easy-to-read book in which you'll discover top tips and practical advice to learn all
about rugby including.... The History of Rugby An Overview of Rugby Rugby Gear and Equipment Rugby Positions Rules of the Game Getting Into
Shape Preventing Injuries Proper Nutrition Finding a Good Coach Speed Training Strength Training Performing a Tackle Improving Your Skills
In-Season Fitness Understanding The Referee's Signals
A comprehensive, relevant, and accessible look at all aspects of Indigenous Australian history and culture What is The Dreaming? How many
different Indigenous tribes and languages once existed in Australia? What is the purpose of a corroboree? What effect do the events of the
past have on Indigenous peoples today? Indigenous Australia For Dummies answers these questions and countless others about the oldest race
on Earth. It explores Indigenous life in Australia before 1770, the impact of white settlement, the ongoing struggle by Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander peoples to secure their human rights and equal treatment under the law, and much more. Celebrating the contributions
of Indigenous people to contemporary Australian culture, the book explores Indigenous art, music, dance, literature, film, sport, and
spirituality. It discusses the concept of modern Indigenous identity and examines the ongoing challenges facing Indigenous communities
today, from health and housing to employment and education, land rights, and self-determination. Explores significant political moments—such
as Paul Keating's Redfern Speech and Kevin Rudd's apology, and more Profiles celebrated people and organisations in a variety of fields,
from Cathy Freeman to Albert Namatjira to the Bangarra Dance Theatre and the National Aboriginal Radio Service Challenges common stereotypes
about Indigenous people and discusses current debates, such as a land rights and inequalities in health and education This book will
enlighten readers of all backgrounds about the history, struggles and triumphs of the diverse, proud, and fascinating peoples that make up
Australia's Indigenous communities. With a foreword by former PM Malcolm Fraser, Indigenous Australia For Dummies is a must-read account of
Australia's first people. 'Indigenous Australia For Dummies is an important contribution to the broad debate and to a better understanding
of our past history. Hopefully it will influence future events.'—Former Prime Minister Malcolm Fraser
Rugby for Beginners
The Beginners Guide to Rugby
Rugby for Beginners, Including Mini-Rugby
Rugby Union Basics for Dummies in a Day
A Little Bit of Everything For Dummies
If you're new to the sport or you feel you could sharpen up your knowledge of the game, this guide is for you. Inside you'll find easy-to-understand advice on the basic rules and pitch
positions, plus in-depth lessons on ball skills, fitness training, and techniques to outwit your opponents - all illustrated with entertaining stories from British and International rugby's back
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pages. In addition, you get a grounding in the local, national and international reaches of Rugby Union Rugby Union For Dummies 3rd Edition: Features an in-depth and up-to-date look at the
Laws that form the beautiful game Covers all you will need to know about talking tactics and is perfect for anyone looking at swatting up on rugby for the World Cup and beyond Advises on
all you will need to know to get stuck in and play Contains a new chapter on sevens as the sport will be a demonstration sport at London 2012 and a full sport at Rio 2016
This is a complete history of the England rugby union team - told by the players themselves. Based on a combination of painstaking research into the early years of the England team through
exclusive interviews with a vast array of Test match stars from before the Second World War to the present day, world-renowned rugby writers Stephen Jones and Nick Cain delve to the very
heart of the English international rugby union experience, painting a unique and utterly compelling picture of the game in the only words that can truly do so: the players' own. This is the
definitive story of English Test match rugby - a story etched in blood, sweat and tears; a story of great joy and heart-breaking sorrow; a story of sacrifice, agony, endeavour and
triumph.Behind the Rose lifts the lid on what it is to play for England - the trials and tribulations behind the scenes, the glory, the drama and the honour on the field, and the heart-warming
tales of friendship and humour off it.Absorbing and illuminating, this is a must-have for all supporters who have ever dreamed of walking the hallowed corridors of Twickenham as a Test
match player, preparing themselves for battle in the changing rooms and then marching out to that field of dreams with the deafening roar of the crowd in their ears and the red rose
emblazoned on their chest.
One of the most popular sports in the world is rugby. The Beginners Guide to Rugby: The Basics of Playing Rugby for Newcomers to the Sport by Coach Robert Bradley is his new book
aimed at educating individuals wanting to begin playing the hugely popular sport of rugby. One of the most popular team sports in the world, it is no surprise that the game is quickly
becoming the sport of choice for many young children, teens and adults, both male and female alike. A team sport that requires dexterity, teamwork, friendship, trust, self-discipline and
sportsmanship, the skills individuals collect by playing rugby, match only the physical fitness it helps to develop. Inside this rugby guide you will discover: What Rugby is and its history. The
Basic Rules of Rugby for new Players. The Various Player Positions on the Pitch. What Each Players Role is During a Game of Rugby. How to Play a Rugby Match. What Readily Available
Sports Equipment is Needed to Play Rugby? How to Start Building Basic Rugby Skills. Plus, so much more... In about one hour you can have all the information required to understand, setup
and play your first game of rugby all while helping to improve your overall fitness, social skills and sense of sportsmanship by reading the practical and informative advice contained within
this guide.
Straightforward guide to taking control of your emotions. Being aware of and in control of your emotions is one of the keys to success in life -- both professionally and personally. Emotional
Intelligence For Dummies will show you how to take control of your emotions rather than letting your emotions control you! Discover how developing your emotional intelligence can further
your relationships with others, in the workplace and at home. Emotional awareness is also a critical skill for career success, and Dr. Stein provides practical exercises for developing this skill
and achieving your professional and personal goals. He also provides valuable insights into how emotional intelligence can be applied to raising children and teenagers and realizing
personal happiness. Full of lively anecdotes and practical advice, Emotional Intelligence For Dummies is the ideal book for anyone who wants to get smart about their feelings and reach the
next level at work and at home. Manage your emotions - identify your feelings, determine what beliefs cause negative emotions, and stop self-destructive behaviors Discover the power of
empathy - read other people's emotions through facial cues and body language and show them you understand their feelings Thrive at work - find a job that's right for you, overcome hassles
and fears, and develop your leadership skills Build and sustain meaningful relationships - discover how to take your partner's emotional temperature and manage emotions to grow closer
Raise an emotionally intelligent child - keep your cool with your child, coax shy children out of their shells, and get your child to be less aggressive and defiant
A Project Presented to the Faculty ... /by Desmond Martin Broderick
The Oxford Dictionary of Proverbs
Playing Rugby for the British & Irish Lions
Rugby football for beginners
The Basics of Playing Rugby for Newcomers to the Sport.

Medische en praktische informatie voor patiënten.
‘A handsome new book... a historical treasure trove’ – The Guardian ‘a superb book’ – ESPN Scrum ‘delves to the very heart of what it means to play for
England . . . a must-have’ – Planet Rugby ‘a riot of anecdote, inside track and genuine insights’ – The Rugby Paper Shortlisted for Rugby Book of the Year,
2015 Telegraph Sports Book of the Year Awards This is a complete history of the England rugby union team – told by men who have donned the white
shirt with its iconic red rose. Based on a combination of painstaking research into the early years of the England team to interviews with a vast array of
Test match stars from the Second World War to the present day, world-renowned rugby writers Stephen Jones and Nick Cain delve to the very heart of
what it means to play for England, painting a unique and utterly compelling picture of the game in the only words that can truly do so: the players’ own.
This is the definitive story of English Test match rugby – a story etched in blood, sweat and tears, a story of great joy and heart-breaking sorrow, of
sacrifice, agony, endeavour and triumph. Behind the Rose lifts the lid on what it is to pull on the white shirt – the trials and tribulations behind the
scenes, the glory, the drama and the honour on the field, and the heart-warming tales of friendship and humour off it. Absorbing and illuminating, this is
a must-have for all supporters who have ever dreamed of walking the hallowed corridors of Twickenham as a Test match player, preparing themselves for
battle and then marching out to that field of dreams with the deafening roar of the crowd in their ears and the red rose emblazoned on their chest.
This book provides a unique perspective on the anti-apartheid movement in the United States through its examination of a little-remembered rugby tour
across the country by South Africa’s national team. The tour became a flashpoint for the nation’s burgeoning protests against apartheid and a test of
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national values and American foreign policy.
If you get a big kick out of rugby but still feel you could sharpen up your knowledge of the game, this friendly guide is for you. Inside you′ll find
easy–to–understand advice on the basic rules and pitch positions, plus in–depth lessons on ball skills, fitness training, and techniques to outwit your
opponents – all illustrated with entertaining stories from British and International rugby′s back pages, and coverage of England′s historic 2003 World Cup
victory.
Onverslaanbaar
Coaching Junior Football Teams For Dummies
Rugby Union for Dummies
Emotional Intelligence For Dummies
Rugby Union Basics for Dummies
This book is not available as a print inspection copy. To download an e-version click here or for more information contact your local sales
representative. 'Takes the challenging and makes it understandable. The book contains useful advice on the application of statistics to a variety of
contexts and shows how statistics can be used by managers in their work.' - Dr Terri Byers, Assistant Professor, University Of New Brunswick, Canada A
book about introductory quantitative analysis, the authors show both how and why quantitative analysis is useful in the context of business and
management studies, encouraging readers to not only memorise the content but to apply learning to typical problems. Fully up-to-date with comprehensive
coverage of IBM SPSS and Microsoft Excel software, the tailored examples illustrate how the programmes can be used, and include step-by-step figures and
tables throughout. A range of ‘real world’ and fictional examples, including "The Ballad of Eddie the Easily Distracted" and "Esha's Story" help bring
the study of statistics alive. A number of in-text boxouts can be found throughout the book aimed at readers at varying levels of study and
understanding Back to Basics for those struggling to understand, explain concepts in the most basic way possible - often relating to interesting or
humorous examples Above and Beyond for those racing ahead and who want to be introduced to more interesting or advanced concepts that are a little bit
outside of what they may need to know Think it over get students to stop, engage and reflect upon the different connections between topics A range of
online resources including a set of data files and templates for the reader following in-text examples, downloadable worksheets and instructor
materials, answers to in-text exercises and video content compliment the book. An ideal resource for undergraduates taking introductory statistics for
business, or for anyone daunted by the prospect of tackling quantitative analysis for the first time.
Rugby is often called "the game for animals played by gentlemen." The game has evolved into two main forms, Rugby Union and Rugby League, with their own
distinct ways to play. Rugby Union is commonly played in Europe especially England, while Rugby League is popular in Australia and New Zealand. Rugby
fans have their own language when they talk about the game. To keep up, it is useful to know what terms like Binding, Dummy, Lineout and Scrummaging
are! Rugby is a free-flowing game that features a combination of strength, speed and strategy to move a ball into an opponent's territory. Rugby is a
full-contact sport yet players wear little-or no protective gear. Rugby evolved from football (i.e. soccer) and is often called the 'game played in
heaven'. The most unique aspect of rugby is the scrum, pictured below, which is used to restart play following minor infractions during the match. Rugby
is a great game that anyone can play with a little knowledge of the rules and basic requirements. Rugby might appear like a sport in which is chaotic
and unorganized, but in reality rugby is carefully thought out and played with organized rules. If you have been planning to play rugby then you might
want to read about the basic rules and regulations before you play. If you have ever wondered about how to play the game and the basic rules then here
is a helpful book to help you out.
Presents an introduction to rugby, covering such topics as the basic rules of the game, scrummaging, lineouts, passing, coaching, refereeing, and the
World Cup.
Twenty years ago the very first For Dummies book, DOS For Dummies, was published. From that first printing of that first book came a series unlike
anything in the publishing world, one that is global in both geography - we have been published worldwide in some 30 languages - and in coverage. No
single volume can hope to summarize what thousands of titles have meant to millions of readers over the years, and we don't claim to do that in this ebook. Rather, this e-book celebrates the breadth and depth of the For Dummies series, offering 20 chapters - in honor of our 20 years - from a list of
books compiled by our global colleagues. We are confident the chapters we've included give you a representative glimpse at why - no matter what the
topic - our products have meant so much to so many by Making Everything Easier. We've grouped our chapters into five main parts: Part I: Dummies
Classics, offers four chapters from some of our best-loved books. There's a chapter from DOS For Dummies, the book that started it all, and chapters
from two of our best-sellers: Windows 7 For Dummies and Sex For Dummies. And just for a bit of spice, we've included a chapter from French For Dummies.
Part II: Daily Dose of Dummies, offers the kind of lifestyle, self-help, and business skills that our readers have come to treasure. There's one of our
famous Part of Tens chapters from Cognititive Behavioural Therapy for Dummies and a chapter from Meditation For Dummies to help you get your center.
Chapters from Leadership For Dummies and Marketing For Dummies help you develop new skills for the marketplace. Part III, Fun with Dummies, celebrates
life and all it has to offer. We've got chapters here from The Royal Wedding For Dummies, Guitar For Dummies, Digital Photography SLR All-in-One For
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Dummies, Puppies for Dummies, Knitting For Dummies, and Wine For Dummies. Part IV, Get Social, highlights how we help you grow and develop new skills.
Chapters here come from Facebook For Dummies, Social Media Marketing For Dummies, and Dating For Dummies. Part V, Going Global, shares the worldwide
appeal of the For Dummies series. These chapters from British History For Dummies, Canadian History For Dummies, and Rugby Union For Dummies were
created by our global colleagues and authors and show how the For Dummies approach applies not only to whatever the subject is at hand, but also
wherever the discussion is taking place. Download and enjoy!
Diabetes voor Dummies, pocketeditie / druk 1
Behind the Rose
How a Little-Known Sporting Event Fueled America's Anti-Apartheid Movement
Business Statistics Using EXCEL and SPSS
Spaans voor Dummies

Offers more than 360,000 words and 550,000 translations and explores idiomatic variations in meaning.
Packed with information to help you, or anyone with an interest in rugby league, demystify the sport and make learning about it
fun. This book features chapters on what you need to play rugby league, the laws of the game, misconduct, skills and more; and,
interactive tasks to test your understanding as you work through the chapters.
Beroemd in het buitenland, anoniem in eigen land. Tim Visser is de beste Nederlandse rugbyer ooit, maar speelt voor Schotland. Het
verhaal van een jongen met een enorm talent die kiest voor het avontuur en via een kostschool in Engeland de stap maakt naar het
betaald rugby in Newcastle. Door een transfer naar een topteam in Edinburgh groeit hij uit tot een belangrijke speler in het
Schotse Rugby. Een boek over keiharde kleedkamerwetten en rugbytradities. Over een 'hooligans game played by gentlemen', over
drank en het doodslaan van konijntjes op trainingskamp. Maar ook over topsport, offers brengen, sportief succes en geld.
Provides information for self-improvement and self-actualization, including achieving goals, overcoming anxiety, and communicating
with others.
Winger
Scrum voor Dummies
Rugby Union Basics In A Day For Dummies
Behind the Lions
Le grand dictionnaire Hachette-Oxford
In 'Onverslaanbaar' legt James Kerr de link tussen leiderschap en het succes van het beste sportteam van de wereld, de All Blacks uit Nieuw-Zeeland, beroemd vanwege hun rituele
'haka'. In 'Onverslaanbaar' ontrafelt James Kerr het geheim van ’s werelds meest succesvolle sportteam, de All Blacks uit Nieuw-Zeeland. Kerr onthult 15 krachtige lessen over succes.
Beroemd vanwege hun rituele 'haka' voorafgaand aan de wedstrijd, laat het rugbyteam de All Blacks zien dat winnen gaat over mindset en teamspirit, over samen creatieve oplossingen
vinden op de moeilijkste momenten. Dit is een boek voor leiders. Aangezien iedereen deel uitmaakt van een team, klein of groot, is dit ook een boek voor ieder van ons. Over het boek:
‘Onvergelijkbaar’ - The Independent en ‘Unputdownable’ - Bloomberg.com. James Kerr is auteur en veelgevraagd spreker, coach en consultant. Hij is gespecialiseerd in het creëren van
een high performance cultuur binnen eliteteams en organisaties. Zijn boek 'Onverslaanbaar' is een wereldwijde bestseller. Hij heeft de All Blacks van binnenuit kunnen volgen.
Speelse taalcursus Spaans; met audio-cd.
‘comfortably the most interesting and entertaining history of the Lions’ – The Irish Times ‘a magical history’ – Daily Telegraph ‘Fascinating . . . both heart-warming and enthralling’ – The
Sunday Times For over 130 years the British & Irish Lions have stood out as a symbol of the ethics, values and romance at the heart of rugby union. To represent the Lions is the pinnacle
for every international player in Britain and Ireland, and the dream of tens of thousands of avid fans who fol-low them. A Lions tour, undertaken every four years to the southern
hemisphere, is more than a series of rugby matches played out on foreign fields; it is an epic crusade where the chosen few face a succession of mental and physical chal-lenges on their
way to the Test arena, where they do battle with the superpowers of the world game. Behind the Lions sees seven esteemed rugby writers delve to the very heart of what it means to be
a Lion, using diaries and letters from those who pioneered the concept, to interviews with a vast array of players who have followed in their footsteps. In so doing they have uncovered
the passion, pride and honour experienced when taking up the unique challenge of a Lions tour. This is a tale of heart-break and ecstasy, humour and poignancy that is at once
inspirational, moving and utterly compelling. And it is the only story worth hearing: the players’ own.
Your complete reference for all things rugby in Australia and New Zealand! A practical, useful and entertaining guide to rugby union in Australia and New Zealand, this book explains the
aim of the game, the laws, what to wear, tactics, training, coaching and more. Whether you want to play or just want to watch the game, Rugby Union For Dummies, 2nd Australian and
New Zealand Edition, delivers expert rugby knowledge. Build your confidence — discover expert tips and tricks for honing your skills Prepare your rugby kit — choose the correct gear for
your safety on the pitch Increase your rugby knowledge — learn the difference between a ruck and a maul Talk tournament facts and figures — improve your rugby small talk in
preparation for the World Cup Train effectively — develop your strength, flexibility and fitness Become a coach — immerse yourself in tactics and the detail of rugby's laws Join a club —
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choose the right level of play for you or your child Follow the game — keep up to date with the latest rugby news and coverage in the media and on the internet Open the book and find:
How to play to win and have fun at the same time Interpretation of the ref's signals Advice on taking a conversion Tips for surviving a scrum Pointers on coaching adult and junior teams A
guide to spectating online, on TV and at the game Rugby records for major tournaments between Australia and New Zealand A round-up of all the World Cups Learn to: Master the game
and play to win Follow the laws and understand the ref's calls Identify key players at the World Cup Appreciate the history of the game
Understanding Rugby League
Imaging in Sports-Specific Musculoskeletal Injuries
Rugby For Dummies
Beginners Rugby
Indigenous Australia for Dummies
Winger is veertien, vijfdeklasser, en net verhuisd naar de heibelafdeling van zijn internaat. Nu is hij kamerbuddies met de grootste eikel van het internaat in plaats van met zijn beste vrienden.
Winger is een grappig en aangrijpend youngadultboek voor jongens, geschreven door Andrew Smith. Herkenbaar voor pubers. Vol droge humor, grappiger dan Adrian Mole. Ryan Dean West aka
Winger is veertien, vijfdeklasser, en net verhuisd naar de heibelafdeling van zijn internaat. (Hij werd betrapt toen hij een telefoon aan het hacken was. Oeps.) Nu is hij kamerbuddies met de
grootste eikel van het internaat in plaats van met zijn beste vrienden. En dan is er nog school, rugby en zijn vriendin Annie, die hij ervan moet overtuigen dat Winger meer is dan een aaibaar
ondermaats hardloopmaatje. Maar daarmee zijn de problemen nog lang niet voorbij... Andrew Smith is de gevierd en bekroond auteur van onder meer Grashopper Jungle en 100 Sideways Miles.
Winger was zijn doorbraak in Amerika.
De haka en 15 andere krachtige lessen over leiderschap en het leven
Personal Development All-In-One For Dummies
Flashpoint
Rugby Union For Dummies
Personal Development All-in-One
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